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The featured project is a private residence located in Malvern, the fashionable
suburb of Melbourne in Australia.
The client’s brief was to design an elegant and modern, yet comfortable home
with a wow factor and that level of luxury one would find in a 5 star hotel. Massimo
introduced unique design ideas, fabulous furnishings and stunning finishes,
creating an unmistakable opulent and glamorous home. The impressive lounge
room features a bespoke mural from 1847; the image was scanned from a
print and then transferred to washable vinyl wallpaper. The furniture, while sleek
and sophisticated, maintains a neutral palette. Clear acrylics, and minimal white
upholstery, increase the sense of space while remaining subdued enough to keep
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the feature wall as the unobstructed centerpiece of the room. Throughout the
home, mirrors have been strategically placed to create the illusion of added space.
In the kitchen the splashback creates added depth and reflects diffused light back
into the rooms. The white cabinetry and kitchen island maintain a bright and clean
environment, complementing the rich dark panelling of the lower cabinetry. In the
dining an antique clear Kristal chandelier adds a classic touch of decadence.
Classic warmth is infused with opulent decorative pieces such as the gold leaf
corbel and other gold accessories. The overall visual feel of the home continues
upstairs where neutral flooring allows the finishes of the rooms to truly shine
keeping the total look grounded. The landing is an elegant corner with a few classic

and vintage decorative items such as the marble statue sourced overseas. Mixed materials
in the master bedroom create a multi-layered and textural environment while the silverembossed wallpaper and a floor-to-ceiling mirror wall create a spatially unique look for the
room. The chandelier is a unique touch giving the room an effortless feel of sophistication.
The mix of classic, antique and cutting-edge design, really enhance Massimo’s visual and
artistic direction for the home resulting in an eclectic picture of modern luxury.
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Ghislaine Viñas

索引

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Jimmie Martin are interior design specialists who bring the ‘unthinkable’

Know for joining together beauty and sustainability, Fábio Galeazzo work

special blend of international sensibility, intuitive style, humor, irony and

to life. Unlike other interior design companies scale is a factor that is

with timelessness. Creative in everything he proposes, he mixes materials

refreshing enthusiasm to her work. She is driven daily by her passion for

not thought of in the usual measures as work varies from one off custom

with colors in a feisty and fearless way. Being know for a professional

interior design and especially by color. Ghislaine and her team thrive on

made, furniture pieces to larger scaled unique environments that meet

that don’t repeats himself, his work has soul, where the past and the

collaboration and although the backbone of their work is a strong clean

the demands of the client to the exact specifications. They are notorious

comtemporary live together in total harmony. He plays with the diachrony

refreshing look, they dare to go "off roading" by experimenting with and

for creating innovative designs that have attracted a commendable list of

completely free and this is one of the trademarks of his language. Reread

exploring many areas of design.

celebrity clientele from the likes of Madonna to Kelly Hoppen. Based in

the time in the objects and the objects of time with his own style. In 2004,

Ghislaine Viñas established her interior design studio in 1999, when

Kensington the projects range from residential to commercial environments

founded Galeazzo Design, multidiciplinary company of architecture, interior

with high-end stylish, eye-catching design at the forefront of all their work

design and product development, with a young and aligned team, being

as commended by Andrew martin in his Interior Design Review Volume 16

awarded nationally and internationally. His work is gaining prominence

as well as this years Volume 17.

among the internacional press and it’s been published in more than 50

in the Starrett Lehigh Building in New York's Chelsea art district. Since
then she has successfully completed many projects, both commercial and

countries.

residential, ranging from New York City, including apartments, townhouses,

We would like to thank everyone involved in the production of this book,
especially all the artists, designers, architects and photographers, for their
kind permission to publish their works. We are also very grateful to many
other people whose names do not appear on the credits but who have
provided assistance and support, for their contribution of images, ideas and
concepts, as well as their creativity to be shared with readers around the world.

Fabio Galeazzo

Born in the Netherlands and raised in South Africa, Ghislaine brings a

commissioned to do the complete build-out of a 9,000-sq-ft office/art gallery

鸣谢

Jimmie Martin

lofts and an art gallery in Chelsea, to offices and homes in Los Angeles,
New Jersey, Holland, Pennsylvania and Connecticut.

Maurício Arruda Arquitetos +
Designers

Sherrill Canet

Maurício Arruda Arquitetos + Designers is a creative design office working

Brian graduated from the Maryland Institute, College of Art, with course

Sherrill Canet, the principal designer of Sherrill Canet Interiors, is in high

in Architecture, Interior, Product and Temporary Design.

work in Florence, Italy, and Oxford, England. Upon graduation he returned

demand by clients and architects for her fresh and elegant approach to

In their team they have architects, designers, business administrators, and

to New York City to work for Macy’s Corporate Store Design and then the

traditional style. Sherrill Canet is noted for her ability to create stunning

prestigious Parish Hadley Associates Inc in 1993, which he left with David

interiors incorporating her love of antiques, custom fittings and fine detail

Kleinberg to form David Kleinberg Design Associates Inc as a Senior

into gracious, comfortable and remarkable settings.

Designer. He later joined Connie Beale Inc as Vice President, after which

Sherrill Canet Interiors consists of two fully staffed locations with complete

other professionals with diferent knowledge and abilities to have a greater

在此，我们非常感谢参与本书编写的所有人员，尤其是各位艺术家、设计师、建筑师和摄影师，他们授权我们
出版他们的作品。我们亦感谢为本书编写提供支持和帮助的人员，虽然他们的名字并没有出现在本书中。感谢他们
提供图片、思想和理念，并将他们的创意分享给全世界的读者们。

Brian del Toro

view of their projects and challenges.
Brasility, identity and memory are present in their work and project solutions,
they also have legitimate concern and respect with environmental, social
and cultural issues.
They search for innovation and specific solutions for each issue to respond
to different characteristics and needs of their clients.

we worked as a Senior Designer with Bunny Williams Inc. He launched his
own firm, Brian del Toro Inc in 2010. His work has appeared in “Elle Décor”,
Hampton’s Haven’s, “House and Garden”, “Connecticut Cottages and
Gardens”, and “Hampton Cottages and Gardens” and "Traditional Home".
He has participated in both the Kips Bay Show House and the Hampton
Designer Show house. Brian has completed projects in New York, NY,
Greenwich, CT, Bridgehampton, NY, Scottsdale, AZ, Le Jolla, CA, Palm

design service capabilities, from initial concepts and working drawings to
placement of final accessories. The firm has designed important residential
projects across the country and internationally for high-profile clients in
business, sports, and the arts. The firm’s projects range in scope from new
construction projects with superior design and project management to
major renovations and interior design and decoration.

Beach, FA Bermuda and London.

The people involved in the book are:
参与本书编写的人员有：

JayJeffers
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Shirley Meisels

Patricia Hagobian

Mary Anne Smiley

Patricia Hagobian, who is in its fourth participation at Casa Cor S, is always

Ms. Smiley, recognized by her peers as one of the top designers in Dallas,

John Marx has designed over 150 buildings in 11 different countries around

updated with the trends in the world of architecture and decoration. Her

was born in Seminole, Oklahoma and is an honor graduate of Oklahoma

the world. These projects comprise a diverse range of complex building

designs are innovative and adventurous, with spaces that seek functionality

State University.

types including office, athletic, civic, retail, hotel and mixed use. Consistent

and comfort. In addition to her participation in Casa Cor since 2011,

One of the first designers registered in the State of Texas after passing

within this group is a deep concern for listening to clients needs, while

Patricia has in her portfolio several residential and commercial projects of
high decoration.

the NCIDQ exam, Ms. Smiley is a member of ASID, and is qualified in

COORDINATION ASIA is an award winning studio for design and

COORDINATION ASIA is an award winning studio for design and

Shirley Meisels graduated with a degree in design from Ryerson University.

architecture, specializing in creating high impact environments in Museum,

architecture, specializing in creating high impact environments in Museum,

She spent 13 years in the print and television industry as a stylist where she

Exhibition, Retail and Hospitality Design. The studio distinguishes itself with

Exhibition, Retail and Hospitality Design. The studio distinguishes itself with

worked with media from all over the world.

a dedicated and content-driven approach. This has resulted in successful

a dedicated and content-driven approach. This has resulted in successful

collaborations with the Shanghai Museum of Glass and the Shanghai Film

collaborations with the Shanghai Museum of Glass and the Shanghai Film

Shirley’s ability to merge classic with edgy design elements combined with

10 years, and was celebrated in 2013 as one of the FAB FIVE TOP

Museum. COORDINATION ASIA is founded and managed by German

Museum. COORDINATION ASIA is founded and managed by German

her dynamic personality quickly caught the attention of Toronto’s design

DESIGNERS IN DALLAS by Luxe and Roche Bobois.

architect Tilman Thürmer, who also co-founded COORDINATION Berlin.

architect Tilman Thürmer, who also co-founded COORDINATION Berlin.

The client base of the COORDINATION studios involves global brands such

The client base of the COORDINATION studios involves global brands such

as Deutsche Bank, Nike, Adidas, Falke and Otto Bock HealthCare.also co-

as Deutsche Bank, Nike, Adidas, Falke and Otto Bock HealthCare.also co-

founded COORDINAe and Otto Bock HealthCare.

founded COORDINAe and Otto Bock HealthCare.

community. Principal designer of MHouse Inc. she has been featured in
numerous publications and media including The Steven and Chris Show,
CityLine, Chatelaine, Style at Home, and Canadian House and Home. Her
work was most recently featured at the Toronto Interior Design Show 2014
and chosen amongst the Best of Houzz 2014 for the second consecutive

AutoCAD. She has been featured in a myriad of publications, and is the
recipient of numerous awards for excellence in design.
Ms. Smiley has been on the Best Designers in Dallas list for the past

Ms. Smiley’s love of all things creative and artistic began as a child and
included primitive architectural drawings. Upon enrolling in Architecture

John Marx

creating designs of the highest quality and thoughtfulness. His design work
has been published in several books, as well as, Architectural Record,
Space Magazine, FORM, ARCADE, Arts and Architecture, and Computer
Graphics World. Mr. Marx has won numerous international design
competitions, and AIA Awards. For five years Mr. Marx was a lecturer at
the University of California, Berkeley, where he taught a course on Digital
Design. Mr. Marx has lectured around the world on design issues, including
Korea, Austria, Italy, Australia, Canada, and Israel.

in the 60’s she was informed by the Dean that “women don’t enroll in
architecture.” Undaunted, she enrolled in Fine Art and Interior Design.

year. Shirley’s unique aesthetic is often described as modern, yet warm and
approachable.
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Vick Vanlian

Olga Stupenko

Laura Stein

Denise Barretto

Massimo Speroni

Philippe Starck

Born in Beirut Lebanon of Armenian heritage, Realized his passion for

Olga Stupenko is the head and creative heart of the company Olga

Laura is one of Toronto’s most prominent and highly-visible decorating

Denise was graduated in Architecture and Urbanism at Universidade

Massimo Speroni is the founder and designer of Massimo Interiors.

“Subversive, ethical, ecological, political, humorous. This is how I see my

design at age 7. Being engulfed in the world of design at a young age

Stupenko Design, author of various successful projects, an interior designer

professionals, having won considerable acclaim for her personalized

Presbiteriana Mackenzie and post-graduated in Landscaping at FAU-USP.

Massimo is an artist and designer from Milan, Italy, a city internationally

duty as a designer.”

though the family business; Vick

and an architect.

design style, insights on cutting-edge trends, and customized furnishings.

She is dedicated to the elaboration of differentiated projects in residential

renowned for its artistic and architectural treasures and also recognised as

During more than 10 years of intensive professional practice Olga has

Her work has been nationally and internationally recognized with multiple

segments, commercial, corporative and hotels. The architect acts on this

a fashion mecca of the world.

The thousands of projects - complete or forthcoming - his global fame and

attended his first Milan furniture fair with his father at the age of 10. He grew
an eye for details and quality. Spent his childhood and high school years

established a reputation for creating elegant and sophisticated interiors,

industry awards, including the 2014 National Kitchen and Bath Association

area for 28 years, commands an atelier which takes her name and has a

which blend the classic with the contemporary. Her work is able to articulate

team with 8 professionals, besides the experienced partners and suppliers.

fundamental vision: Creation, whatever form it takes, must improve the lives

between Beirut, New York and Montreal. Studied Interior Architecture at the

1st Place Award in the large bathroom category, the 2013 Canadian

With a degree in graphic design, Massimo arrived in Australia searching

of as many people as possible. Starck vehemently believes this poetic and

Lebanese American University (LAU) and graduated with high distinction in

clients’ needs and ideas to create unique, stylish homes. Olga’s clear vision

Decorators' Association Gold Award for interior decorating, the 2013 and

for freedom and inspiration. Upon his arrival he studied a Masters in

The Atelier Boutique concept results on the elaboration of exclusive

Multimedia in Design and Video Production and furthered his education in

political duty, rebellious and benevolent, pragmatic and subversive, should

2000.

of proportion and compatibility of texture and materials combined creates

projects with a contemporary approach.

Interior Design and Decoration, capitalising on the passion and flair that

be shared by everyone and he sums it up with the humour that has set him

With this sense of design, he completed his first interior design project

unique atmosphere of space. Elaboration of the detail planning, and the

The space's functionalism and the integration between the interior and

has always come naturally to him.

apart from the very beginning: “No one has to be a genius, but everyone

the landscaping are the main premise to have modern and sophisticated

As a designer, Massimo’s work is a projection and extension of himself.

has to participate.”

projects.

He does not subscribe to a particular source or influence; however, the

His precocious awareness of ecological implications, his enthusiasm

Barretto and her team are constantly concerned to the finest details of

presence of the Italian masters in his work is unmistakable, even if on an

for imagining new lifestyles, his determination to change the world, his

unconscious level. Massimo has been exposed to the beautiful creations of

love of ideas, his concern with defending the intelligence of usefulness

Italian history, from the amazing arts and sculptures of the Italian masters of

– and the usefulness of intelligence – has taken him from iconic creation

the Renaissance to the beautiful architecture in Milan, Rome, Florence and

to iconic creation... From the everyday products, furniture and lemon

Venice, as well as to elegant, cutting-edge Italian furniture design, inspiring

squeezers, to revolutionary mega yachts, hotels that stimulate the senses,

him to pair contemporary with antique and classical pieces of furniture,

phantasmagorical venues and individual wind turbines, he never stops

creating beautiful everlasting and modern luxury designs.

pushing the limits and criteria of contemporary design. His dreams are

Massimo has won acclaim and admiration for his design and creativity in

solutions, solutions so vital that he was the first Frenchman to be invited

while he was in second year of design school. Since then he has had an

author’s guidance through the project guarantee successful outcome of

overflow of projects ranging from Apartments to Palaces, Restaurants,

polished design of residential and commercial spaces.

Bars and Hotels always showing the different aspects of his fun and loving

Philosophy that transcends projects is: space affects that fill with energy

personality in his designs, which are eclectic, luxurious and pop out of the

and emotion. Tactile and visual effects ensure harmony. You are happy

ordinary, embracing the pop culture of the moment.

and inspired, and feel comfortable and interested at the same time.

Quickly, he gained success in the Middle East with clients that include

There is a flavour of lush ambience. Proportions and combinations give a

royalty, prominent business people, and famous Arab singing sensations.
With a new furniture line under his own name, he is gaining recognition in
the European and International design scene and is having a significant

sense of timelessness, and contrasts deepen the space. Clear analytical

Interior Decorator in the city of Toronto. Laura is frequently featured as an
industry expert in newspapers, magazines, web sites and television across
Canada and the United States. She is also a regular contributing writer for
Canadian Home Trends magazine.
Working within her fresh yet timeless style, she develops each design
based on the unique personality and lifestyle of her client. Backed by a
team of highly skilled contractors, workrooms, and artisans, she has built
her business on a reputation of exceeding clients' expectations and guiding

calculation makes it functional and comfortable. Lighting scenarios excite

them on a stress-free journey to a beautiful home.

the imagination. Satisfaction and easy drive is what you get.

Laura is an accredited interior decorator, member of the Canadian
Decorators' Association, the National Kitchen and Bath Association, and

impact to the world of design.

Thomas Dariel

2014 Best of Houzz Award, and the 2011 Consumer Choice Award for Best

the Canadian Association of Women Executives and Entrepreneurs.

Kelly Hoppen

each project, taking part the hole process with includes since a personal
interior design proposal until the final project execution. The architectonical
image of stores like H.Stern, Chocolat du Jour, Baked Potato, Costume,
Brasif Shopping, Brooksfield Donna and Avon brings the signature of the
Architect.
Her brand is present in Brazil and in several other countries like Israel,
United States, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Argentina, Uruguai, Portugal, Spain,

tireless protean inventiveness should never distract from Philippe Starck’s

France, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, England, Czech Republic, Russia,

his native Italy, and has recently found a faithful following in Australia.

Qatar, Kuwait, Arabic Emirates, Kazakhstan, China and Korea. Brasif,

Currently based in Melbourne, Massimo’s experience in interior design and

Nacional de Grafite, Radisson, Sheraton and Humberto Ávila Associate

decoration has mainly been on residential projects. However, he is open to

Lawyers are some corporative customers taken over by the office.

retail or commercial work.

renowned participants including Bill Clinton and Richard Branson.
Inventor, creator, architect, designer, artistic director, Philippe Starck is
certainly all of the above, but more than anything else he is an honest man
directly descended from the Renaissance artists.

D’Aquino Monaco Inc.
Viterbo Interior Design

Mariangel Coghlan

to the TED conferences (Technology, Entertainment & Design) alongside

Juliana Petrati

Born and educated as a Designer in Paris, Thomas Dariel is the Founder

Kelly Hoppen MBE is best known as the interior designer whose calm,

Designer Carl D’Aquino and partner architect Francine Monaco along with

and creative mind behind Dariel Studio. As great grandson of a French

elegant aesthetic has permeated our consciousness and achieved an

their firm D’Aquino Monaco approach every project with a unique artistic

furniture designer, grandson of a jazz musician and son of an architect, his

iconic and much imitated status.

vision encouraging a strong personal dialogue with their clients. They

family heritage has always brought him strength, inspiration and a curiosity

After starting her business at the age of just sixteen, Kelly is now able to

have the ability to transform and create space architecturally as well as

look back over 34 years of design achievements. As a child, Kelly moved

decoratively right through to the details of furniture, fabrics, and lighting to

Mariangel Coghlan is a Mexican DESIGN agency where we think that the

Founded in 1971, in Portugal, Viterbo Interior Design is presently an

Juliana Petrati studied archiceture in the Pontificy Catholic University

from Cape Town to Chelsea with her parents and older brother, Michael.

create a unique coordinated vision. Each project is a true representation

possibility to provide different solutions in each opportunity, to confront

international reference brand whose mission is to create lifestyles by

and she has worked in interior design since 10 years ago. She has many

Her favourite hobby was viewing show flats with her design conscious

of the collaboration between client and designer. D’Aquino Monaco lists

different creative challenges, and to have a genuine interest for developing

turning an art form into a profession. With a working history of over 40

publications in Designs and interiors' Magazines in Brazil. Moreover, she

mother. It is from her mother that Kelly’s entrepreneurial streak flourished.

an all-encompassing project roster of interior design and architecture

our ideas is what infuses our endeavors with a passion for life.

years of experience and dedication to the world of Interior Architecture

was the winner of Decor’s Awards of Santa Catarina - Brazil for 2 years and

commissions, including residential, hospitality, and commercial projects.

We care about people and it is for them that we design; we strive to

and Decoration, Viterbo ID sets itself apart for its uniqueness and genuine

have had publication about Design in TVs Shows. About the projects made

Over the years the firm has been published in numerous national and

surprise our clients and to exceed their expectations. We reinvent spaces

commitment to the Creation of exclusive, personalized ambiances for each

are: Some apartments all over Brazil, Some Hotels in South of Brazil, Expo

international design publications, and was named ‘Best of the Best’ by The

with the firm belief that it is possible to have an ideal space and that such

client.

Design Casa Cor Santa Catarina 2010/2014, Some interiors projects of

Robb Report, as well as listed in House Beautiful and Metropolitan Home

space contributes to the enhancement of our quality of life.

Anticipating trends, the timeless style created by Viterbo sets itself apart

Boats and Yathcs in South of Brazil.

We are conscious of the fact that design has to be directed to the search for beauty

by the way it combines its experience with the daringness of the new, the

nourished by all artistic fields. If Dariel Studio is focused on Interior Design,
Thomas Dariel draws his creativity from different worlds as design, fashion,
gastronomy, visual arts and luxury. This desire for diversification is reflected
in his clients’ choice. With a tailor-made, personalized and human approach
of each project, Thomas treasures to collaborate with individuals of all kind
of expertise to benefit from each other skills and enrich his own design.
Thomas Dariel’s style is playful, colorful, bold and provocative. His
signature is, in its search of new forms, in constant evolution. Through his
way of creating interiors, a new language occurs on each project, driven
by a passion for turning upside down traditional codes and clichés. By
confronting heritage and cutting-edge innovations, combining French
design heritage with Eastern cultural influence, his open approach unfolds
original perspectives while observing clients’ demanding standards.

Her celebrated interior design studio, which employs 35 members of staff,
has created stunning interiors for houses, apartments, yachts, private jets,
ski chalets, a sports centre, hotels and numerous corporate spaces, for
an ever expanding, international, high-profile client base from the world
of business, sports, film and fashion. Some of Kelly’s most renowned
projects include the recently renovated Lux* Belle Mare in Mauritius, her

in their top designer listings. Both D’Aquino and Monaco were individually
inducted into the Interior Design Hall of Fame in 2007 for their body of work.

and happiness. In our firm, starting from our inspiration platform, our technical

collaboration with pearl motor yachts, the recent Kelly Hoppen for yoo in

capacities, our experience, and, above all, our invaluable human resources, we work

Mumbai, India and the launch of kellyhoppen.com.

towards the goal of contributing in the creation of a better world.

classical WITH THE contemporary, resorting to unexpected materials, to the
mastery of craftsmen and to the unconditional dedication of a specialized,
multifaceted team.

ANTONI ASSOCIATES
Rabaut Design Associates
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Philippe Starck

Pepe Calderin Design

Heather Garrett

ANTONI ASSOCIATES is the Interior Design and Décor division of the iconic

Pepe Calderin Design is a New York and Miami-based interior design

In 2001, Heather moved to the Durham / Raleigh NC area from New York

architectural firm SAOTA - Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects based

firm dedicated to designing high-end residential and commercial

City, where she had attended Parsons for interior design and honed her

in Cape Town. Over the past decade, ANTONI ASSOCIATES has become

spaces strongly saturated with energy and warmth. With over 20 years

skills in NYC under the tutelage of French designer Robert Couturier. The

Rabaut Design Associates is an award winning interior design firm with

COORDINATION ASIA is an award winning studio for design and

Philippe Starck needs no introduction - he's undoubtedly the world’s most

known for creating some of the most exclusive interiors in South Africa as

of experience, the firm has earned national and international design

change prompted Heather, who then opened her own firm, to fine-tune

extensive experience in residential, commercial, institutional, and retail

architecture, specializing in creating high impact environments in Museum,

revered living designer. For four decades, he has liberally spread his

well as international locations including Paris, Moscow, Dubai, New York,

accolades for a variety of spaces, styles, and a portfolio that spans over

an ability to work within a variety of interior styles and setting from French

projects throughout the United States. Over 95% of the firm’s work comes

Exhibition, Retail and Hospitality Design. The studio distinguishes itself with

creativity and ideas across the design landscape, putting his mark on

London and Geneva. This dynamic and innovative practice conceptualises

four continents.

Modern to Southern Traditional. She has happily developed an accessible,

from repeat clients. Rabaut Design Associates specializes in interior design

a dedicated and content-driven approach. This has resulted in successful

everything from toothbrushes, motorbikes, sanitary ware, restaurants and

and creates contemporary interior spaces and bespoke décor for the full

signature style which combines practicality (kids, pets, and red wine

collaborations with the Shanghai Museum of Glass and the Shanghai Film

even the presidential Elysee Palace. One of the originators of the boutique

spectrum of interior design briefs which includes domestic, hospitality,

Pepe Calderin Design has garnered recognition for its fresh, energetic,

collaboration with Owners, Architects and Engineers on a continuing basis.
The firm has been in business for over 25 years and they have designed

Museum. COORDINATION ASIA is founded and managed by German

hotel interior, and currently putting finishing touches to the ultra-grand

retail, corporate and leisure sectors. Their interiors meet the international

over 50 million square feet of space. They have been featured in many

architect Tilman Thürmer, who also co-founded COORDINATION Berlin.

Royal Monceau Hotel in Paris, Philippe’s influence on the way we live now

standard of being modern, luxurious and seductive while at the same time

local and national publications and books and have won numerous design

The client base of the COORDINATION studios involves global brands such

is everywhere – in our uses of colour, materials and space, and in our

remaining understated and timeless and in tune with the delights of quality

awards for their work.

as Deutsche Bank, Nike, Adidas, Falke and Otto Bock HealthCare.also co-

desire for good design at every juncture. In 1998, Starck joined forces with

living demanded by their discerning clients.

founded COORDINAe and Otto Bock HealthCare.

John Hitchcox to establish yoo. Their aim: to create truly extraordinary living

visionary approach to the modern design process, where the philosophy
is “A space has no boundaries, and has limitless possibilities.” Creating
an open, dynamic environment where one can thrive and grow serves as
the core initiative. Through the fostering of an intimate connection with

are facts of life!) with a variety of sophisticated surface texture - plaster,
hide, velvet, linen - and extraordinary lighting. Heather’s belief in organic
ornamentation (that nothing made by man is as beautiful as that found in
nature) helps define her spaces as living and subtly grounded.

the client, each project becomes a distinctive reflection of their unique
personality, lifestyle, and spirit.

spaces. His brand at yoo, yoo inspired by Starck, has seen the successful
design of over 7000 homes around the world.
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KOLENIK Eco Chic Design

Lindsey Coral Harper

Benjamin Dhong

A new generation of interior designers is emerging in the Netherlands.

Originally from Cartersville, Georgia and a graduate of the University of

Based in San Francisco, Benjamin Dhong is an nationally recognized

Robert Kolenik is in the forefront of this young group. With his characteristic

Georgia, Lindsey moved to New York City in pursuit of a career in interior

interior designer who creates quietly luxurious interiors that feel restrained -

‘Eco Chic’ style, Kolenik is responsible for the interiors of leading clubs,

design. After interning with Ralph Lauren in London, Lindsey accepted a

never overproduced.

hotels, restaurants and private residences. The designer works mainly with

position with the well-known decorating firm Richard Keith Langham, Inc. in

fair, preferably ecological and unique materials.

Manhattan. Working with Mr. Langham for eight years, Lindsey was inspired

The results are timeless and custom-made interiors. Luxurious, warm and

to establish her own residential interior design firm in 2007. Lindsey also

high end. An ever growing group of clients knows how to find him. And not

adds to her credit freelance work for the Savannah College of Art & Design

only because he is able to make an overall concept. It’s because of his

in Lacoste, France as well as work for Dorothy Draper & Co., Inc.

typical style and use of durable materials that appeal to a wide audience.

Lindsey’s travels both here and abroad have influenced her sense of style

Robert, graduated as an economist, always had a wide interest in art,

as much as the genteel South. Fresh, young and modern with a twist on the

architecture and design. After travelling around the world as a model,
this feeling was only stimulated more, which led him to work in his father’s

traditional, Lindsey’s designs radiate bold pattern, texture and color. She
is able to transform a residence into a highly comfortable, personal and

construction company. He wanted to see if he could put his creative ideas

welcoming space for any client.

into practice. The focus of the company shifted from contractor jobs to

Although based in New York City, Lindsey currently has clients all over the

interior jobs. In 2005 Robert took over the company and made it his own.

country and some as far away as London and Montreal. Her work has been

With his background as an economist and his innate sense of aesthetics,

published in several national shelter publications as well as many lifestyle

he not only knows how to make something beautiful but at the same time he

magazines and blogs.

knows how to make it commercial and saleable.

Lindsey is also the co-founder of Lamshop, an American made bespoke

Though Benjamin began in the world of finance, he discovered his love of
design organically, on a vacation in Italy in 2004.
In this inspiring setting he met an established designer, who soon after their
return became a mentor and entrée into the design profession.
Just two years later Benjamin launched his own interior design firm,
which is known for considered interiors that are neither strictly traditional
nor entirely minimal. Rooms are intelligent and balanced - a fresh mix of
sophisticated colors, textures, and shapes. He favors classic interiors that
have been reinterpreted with a bold fresh eye.
In every project, Benjamin devotes a tremendous attention to detail, such
that every element is carefully selected to inspire calm and reflect an eye
for all that is chic. More than anything else, Benjamin Dhong Interior Design
aims for an elegance that is effortless.

furniture and accessories line which was established in 2008.

JANIE K. HIRSCH

Looking at the gateways
mooking

SAOTA

A graduate of Louisiana State University with a Bachelor of Interior Design

COORDINATION ASIA is an award winning studio for design and

Stefan Antoni Olmesdahl Truen Architects, is a firm of 110 young

from the School of Architecture, Janie Hirsch has been designing award-

architecture, specializing in creating high impact environments in Museum,

architectural designers and technicians including in-house CGI and

winning interiors for over 24 years. Janie, a Louisiana native and the

Exhibition, Retail and Hospitality Design. The studio distinguishes itself with

marketing teams, as well as a strong support staff. It is driven by the

daughter of an architect and watercolor artist, landed on her feet in Atlanta

a dedicated and content-driven approach. This has resulted in successful

dynamic combination of Stefan Antoni, Philip Olmesdahl, Greg Truen and

following a stint in New York City working for a lighting designer.

collaborations with the Shanghai Museum of Glass and the Shanghai Film

Phillippe Fouche who share a potent vision easily distinguished in their

As a registered Interior Designer, her approach to design is collaborative

Museum. COORDINATION ASIA is founded and managed by German

buildings. This, paired with both an innovative and dedicated approach

architect Tilman Thürmer, who also co-founded COORDINATION Berlin.

to the execution of projects, has seen SAOTA become an internationally

The client base of the COORDINATION studios involves global brands such

sought-after brand. Numerous awards and commendations from some of

as Deutsche Bank, Nike, Adidas, Falke and Otto Bock HealthCare.also co-

the most respected architectural and design institutions solidify this growth.

and reflects her clients’ lives, personalities, and lifestyles. Her signature
includes an eclectic combination of classic furnishings and antiques with
a strong connection to architectural elements. She also uses color as a
neutral, along with texture and pattern to bring a quiet sophistication to

founded COORDINAe and Otto Bock HealthCare.

client’s homes. Her style is tailored and timeless. The end result is a design
that is inheritable and ages gracefully.

Stanley Anderson

Jamie Herzlinger

Stefano Dorata

Stanley Anderson graduated with honors and received his Bachelor

Interior Designer, Jamie Herzlinger, has established herself as a sought-

Stefano Dorata is an architect and designer who has realized projects

of Architecture degree from the College of Architecture and Design at

after and wellrespected member of the industry. With offices in New York

in many different environments: villas, apartments, hotels, apartment

Kansas State University in 1985. He specializes in Interior Architectural

City and Scottsdale, Jamie’s firm has grown considerably in recent years

blocks, offices, lofts and chalets; In the country, in the mountains and at

projects and has led the Interior Design Studio at Moore Ruble Yudell

and has enjoyed some fabulous press as of late, including a coveted

the seaside, and yachts-floating homes, that is. Published in books and

as a Associate Principal and Director of Interior Design since joining the

spot on Traditional Home’s list of Top 20 Interior Design Firms etc. Jamie

magazines in many countries, his houses are never predictable or banal,

ﬁrm in 2004. Stanley has worked on a number of different project types,

is known for her polished, yet exuberant style. She embraces color and

nondescript standard models that can be replicated anywhere to meet any

including academic, commercial, residential, and institutional. Recent

bold statements, but the fact that her aesthetic is rooted in the classics,

of the client’s needs. They are, on the contrary, houses conceived as one-

completed projects include the College of Arts and Sciences South Lawn

renders the spaces she designs timeless. The brand of Jamie Herzlinger

off artifacts, the balance synthesis of a strong creative impulse and careful

Project at the University of Virginia; the MIT Sloan School of Management;

is ever evolving as the design industry is changing. Demands for an online

attention to the client’s needs and desires that, however, rejects the famous

United States Embassy in Berlin, Germany; the Camana Bay cinema,

presence have been acknowledged and therefore helped Jamie to mold

aphorism of Ernesto Nathan Rogers- the great architect who was the

office and residential buildings in the Cayman Islands; and a number of

two new companies, JAMIESHOP.COM and JH ONLINE. Jamie takes pride

theoretician of the BBPR group- according to which ‘The client is the person

private residences. Stanley believes strongly in the relationship between

in her ability to imbue every project with elements of history, philosophy,

without whom it’s impossible to create architecture, but with whom it’s even

architecture and interior design, and understands that although interior

music, romance. With over 20 years of experience standing behind her and

more difficult to produce it’. This is because Dorata gets on very well with

design can act separately from the architecture in which it is contained, it is

clients nationwide, above all, her work is irresistibly comfortable.

its clients, managing – without too much effort, but with subtle maieutic

most successful when it acknowledges its envelope and takes cues from its

flexibility- to take on board their requirements and metabolize them into his

surrounding exterior environment.

architectural language, transforming them into creative ideas that fuel and
sustain the project.
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